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Abstract

Backgrounds: Despite the widespread distribution of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines, the COVID-19 pandemic continues with highly contagious variants and waning immunity. Low disease severity of the Omicron variant gives society hope that the COVID-19 pandemic could end.

Methods: We develop an agent-based simulation to explore the impact of COVID-19 vaccine willingness, booster vaccination schedule, vaccine effectiveness, and non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) on reducing COVID-19 deaths while considering immunity duration and disease severity against the Omicron variant. The model is calibrated to the greater Seattle in year 2020 by observing local epidemic data. The simulation is run to the end of year 2024 to observe long-term effects.

Results: Results show that an NPI policy that maintains low levels of NPIs can reduce mortality by 35.1% compared to fully opening the society. A threshold NPI policy is especially helpful when the disease severity of the Omicron variant is high, or booster vaccines are not scheduled. A periodic booster schedule is needed to achieve the goal of lowering the number of deaths from COVID-19 to the level of influenza and pneumonia. Except for one scenario, 80% or more vaccine willingness is also needed to achieve this goal.

Conclusions: We find that a periodic booster vaccination schedule and mild disease severity of the Omicron variant play a crucial role in reducing deaths by the end of year 2024. If a booster schedule is not planned and the Omicron variant is not mild, NPI policies that limit society from fully opening are required to control the outbreak.
1. Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 vaccines authorized in the United States consistently show high effectiveness in reducing infections, hospitalizations, and deaths\(^1.\) However, with the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern (VOC) such as the Delta and the Omicron variant\(^2\) and uncertainty about the duration of both natural and vaccine-induced immunity, changes in the use of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs), such as mask use, social distancing and school closures, and public reluctance to be vaccinated, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to ravage populations around the world. Questions remain whether the COVID-19 can become endemic and be treated like ‘seasonal influenza’. Understanding of the impact of vaccination and NPI policies on COVID-19 incidence, hospitalization, and death is needed to guide effective prevention and response effort.

The ongoing emergence of SARS-CoV-2 VOC has been a major threat so far. VOC may show increased transmissibility, disease severity, and/or resistance to immunity conferred by previous infection or vaccination\(^2\). The Alpha variant, which was detected first in the UK, and the Delta variant, which was first identified in India, has increased transmissibility although vaccine effectiveness against these variants seems to be similar to that against the original strain. The Omicron variant, first detected in South Africa, exhibits increased transmissibility and some vaccines may provide less effective protection against it, but disease severity may be lower than other strains\(^2\). A mechanistic modelling study\(^3\) found that the presence of immune-escaping variants significantly increases vaccination coverage thresholds needed to control transmission.

Moreover, uncertainties exist regarding the immune response to SARS-CoV-2. The duration of immunity for SARS-CoV-2 acquired from natural infection or vaccination is being actively studied. Evidence suggests that more than 90% of individuals with previous infection showed durable immune memory up to 5 months after infection\(^4\). Another study found that although the magnitude of immune response is heterogeneous, the immunity to SARS-CoV-2 is maintained at five months after infection\(^5\). A recent study of Pfizer-BioNTech’s vaccine suggested that its vaccine effectiveness gradually declined over 6 months after being fully vaccinated\(^6\), which has led to extensive debate about the need for vaccine booster doses\(^7\).

Under these uncertainties, appropriate combinations of vaccination and NPIs are needed to control SARS-CoV-2 transmission. A number of modeling studies have found that the effects of vaccination and NPIs depend on several factors, including vaccine rollout speed, vaccine effectiveness, and fraction of population protected by natural infection\(^8\). A mathematical model in King County, WA, suggested that rapid vaccination and adaptive lockdown can minimize future waves with the emergence of highly contagious SARS-CoV-2 variants\(^9\). Another age-structured transmission model that is calibrated to Portugal explored several sequential NPI policies while vaccines are being rolled out\(^8\).
Agent-based simulation has been employed in studies\textsuperscript{10-12} to account for heterogeneous individual behaviors and contact networks. These studies observe the impact of NPIs while vaccines are being rolled out. Li et al.\textsuperscript{10} presented a large-scale agent-based simulation to study the effects of different vaccine effectiveness, vaccine willingness, vaccine supply speed, and NPI policies in the U.S. However, model calibration was not provided. Another agent-based simulation model\textsuperscript{11} focused on the joint impact of COVID-19 vaccination and NPIs on infections, hospitalizations, and mortality with calibration using data from North Carolina. However, variants and immunity loss were not considered in both models. Most models’ NPI mitigation policies were somewhat simplistic, such as “maintain or remove” social distancing or changing social distancing levels at a certain point in time. In reality, the degree of NPIs may change continuously, either adaptively to the current epidemic situation, or based on a timeline coordinated with a vaccination schedule.

As a case study for a large urban area, we simulate COVID-19 transmission in King County, WA (greater Seattle) where regional parameters are calibrated to local epidemiological data from January 15, 2020 through December 31, 2020. Our agent-based simulation study uses detailed synthetic population data and includes interactions between vaccination and specific NPIs while considering immunity loss and variants. Our research investigates the impact of vaccination and NPI policies on COVID-19 deaths for several scenarios over four years (until the end of 2024). The scenarios include disease severity of the Omicron variant, immunity duration, NPI policy, vaccine willingness, booster schedule, and vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant. We aim to identify scenarios that yield an annual mortality rate from COVID-19 by 2024 that is on par with the target annual mortality rate from influenza and pneumonia.

2. Method

2.1. Model Overview

Our agent-based model is based on the open-source A Framework for Reconstructing Epidemics Dynamics (FRED) model\textsuperscript{13}. We modified the FRED model to simulate SARS-CoV-2 transmission in King County, WA where approximately 1.9 million individuals are included\textsuperscript{12}. The NPIs that we modeled include social distancing, face mask use, school closure, home quarantine, testing and contact tracing. In this paper, our natural history of COVID-19 follows a susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) model framework, including vaccination, SARS-CoV-2 variants, immunity loss from natural-infection or vaccination, comorbidities, and deaths (Figure 1).

Vaccination We assume that anyone who is eligible and willing can be vaccinated unless the person is symptomatic on the day of vaccination. COVID-19 vaccines are known to be effective in preventing both infection and symptomatic disease, with greater effectiveness in preventing severe disease and death\textsuperscript{14}. Thus, we model that susceptible individuals who are vaccinated
develop immunity to SARS-CoV-2 and reduce the chance of symptomatic illness and death from SARS-CoV-2. Individuals with exposed or infectious status do not benefit from vaccination. When recovered individuals are vaccinated, they remain in the recovered state with immunity for a longer period. This accounts for ‘super immunity’ where individuals who are infected and vaccinated show extremely high levels of immune response.\

**SARS-CoV-2 Variants** We consider three of the most widespread SARS-CoV-2 VOC, the Alpha, the Delta, and the Omicron variants. We model the Alpha variant as 29% more contagious and the Delta variant as 97% more contagious than the original strain. Both variants were assumed to show the same disease severity as the original strain and the same vaccine effectiveness as the original strain. The Omicron variant is assumed to be 60% more contagious than the Delta variant. Disease severity and vaccines may exhibit reduced effectiveness against the Omicron variant.

Considering the impact of travelers who may introduce viruses from outside of King County, we import new infections based on a report from the Seattle-Tacoma International airport, ranging from 0 to 0.56 per day. Based on Washington State’s SARS-CoV-2 sequencing results, we assume that half of the new imports are VOC and the Alpha variant is introduced from January 1, 2021 to April 2, 2021, the Delta variant is introduced from April 3, 2021 to December 3, 2021, and the Omicron variant is introduced from December 4, 2021 to the end of the simulation.

**Immunity loss** We model that immunity generated from vaccination or natural infection can be lost after some period. A gamma distribution is used to represent individuals’ immunity duration, to account for individuals’ heterogeneous immune responses. In our model, when a person loses immunity, the person becomes fully susceptible. If a vaccinated individual is infected, the person loses vaccine-induced immunity but gains natural immunity once recovered.

**Mortality** Deaths from COVID-19 and background mortality are considered. We assume that the infection-fatality ratio of COVID-19 depends on individuals’ age and comorbidity status to COVID-19. Once an individual dies, the person is removed from each active location (household, neighborhood, school, and/or workplace) and no longer influences future transmission. Background death rate is based on gender and age.

Values for all parameters and detailed transmission equations are given in the Appendix, Sections 1 and 2.

2.2. Calibration Procedure
We calibrate the model to data in the greater Seattle area from January 15, 2020, to December 31, 2020 by targeting basic reproduction number (R₀) and reported deaths. We fit previous compliance history to NPIs by observing Seattle’s sequence of interventions. Parameters that we
calibrate include COVID-19 transmissibility, contact rates at each location (household, neighborhood, school, and workplace), and default home quarantine percentage of symptomatic individuals. See Appendix 1.3 for the calibration procedure and detailed model description.

2.3. Parameter Settings for Scenario Analysis
Our simulation period spans five years, from January 15, 2020 (reported first day of infection in King County) to December 31, 2024. The period from January 15, 2020, to December 31, 2020, is calibrated. From January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2024 (four years), we perform a scenario analysis by simulating different vaccination and NPI policy parameters, with parameter settings listed in Table 1. For outcomes, we estimate daily median deaths and total deaths for the simulation period. In all analyses and calibration, we replicate 200 simulation runs with a different random seed.
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Figure 2 about here

**Viral parameters** We model disease severity of the Omicron variant to be the same, 50% less, or 90% less compared to other strains. If the disease is 90% less severe, an infected individual has a 90% reduced chance of developing symptoms, severe disease, and death. We model immunity duration from natural infection and vaccination using a gamma distribution. The shape and scale parameters are fitted as a mean value (shape times scale) of either 9 months or 1 year (Table 1). Furthermore, we fit the parameters to account for recent research showing that at least 90% of people have immunity to SARS-CoV-2 for 5 months after natural infection and vaccination.

**NPI parameters** NPIs include social distancing, face mask use, school closure, home quarantine, testing and contact tracing. The effectiveness of face mask use is 25%. Although some studies show higher mask use effectiveness, around 50 to 75%, we assumed that the effect of actual mask use is lower because people’s mask wearing behavior in a natural environment is not as strict as that of the experimental environment. We simulate different levels of compliance to social distancing, school closure, and face mask use by aggregating the three factors under one concept—NPI stage (Figure 2). As the right panel of Figure 2 shows, we define four NPI stages ranging from a fairly closed society (stage 1) to a fully open society (stage 4). The left panel of Figure 2 shows NPI policies in which their timing of NPI stages differ. Timeline 1 gradually opens from 2021 to a fully open society in 2022, whereas Timeline 2 opens more slowly than Timeline 1 and maintains some level of NPIs from 2022. We also introduce a Threshold NPI policy in which the NPI stage is dynamically determined by the last 2 weeks’ diagnosed infection cases. Under such a policy, the society is in stage 1 if diagnosed cases are higher than 350 cases per 100K population for 14-day rolling period, in stage 2 if there are 200 to 349 cases, in stage 3 if there are 100 to 199 cases, and in stage 4 if there are fewer than 100 cases. We fix
compliance with home quarantine, testing, and contact tracing at the same level as those at the end of 2020.

**Vaccination parameters** We model booster schedule in two cases; no boosters are scheduled after the second dose, and boosters are scheduled every 6 months after the second dose. Vaccine willingness is simulated at 60%, 80%, or 100%. In addition, we simulate different vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant with potentially lower vaccine effectiveness than other strains (original, Alpha, and Delta variants). Other settings are primarily based on the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. We assume that the vaccine has similar effects to other COVID-19 vaccines authorized by FDA for emergency use (e.g., Moderna). Thus, we assume that two doses are needed with the second dose administered 21 days after the first dose. Vaccine effectiveness is 51.4% on preventing infection and 54.4% on symptomatic diseases and deaths for the first dose after 12 days of vaccination\(^\text{14,26}\). For the second dose, the effectiveness increases to 86% on infection and 92% on symptomatic diseases and deaths after 7 days of vaccination\(^\text{14}\). When a booster dose is administered, we assume that it has the same level of vaccine effectiveness and immunity duration as the second dose. We followed Washington State’s vaccination schedule for prioritization policy and age-specific eligible date. See Appendix 1.2 for details.

We explore the impact of viral, NPI, and vaccination parameters on deaths during year 2021 to 2024. All parameter combinations from Table 1 yield 324 scenarios. To observe the endgame of the COVID-19 pandemic, our objective is to find scenarios where the mortality rate from COVID-19 is at or below the mortality rate of influenza and pneumonia. Because most of our scenarios show stable waves from 2023, we calculate annual mortality rate per 100K population between 2023 to 2024 for each scenario. Using the 2017 annual mortality rate of influenza and pneumonia of 12.6 per 100K population in Washington State\(^\text{27}\), we seek scenarios with annual mortality rate per 100K population during 2023 and 2024 below that target.

### 3. Result

Figure 3 presents the main results on simulated total deaths, assuming the average immunity duration is 9 months and a booster schedule of every 6 months. The complete results assuming 9 month and 1 year average immunity duration, with and without a booster plan, are available in the Appendix, Sections 3-6. The nine graphs in Figure 3 are organized into three columns for vaccine effectiveness (50% less, 25% less, and same effectiveness against the Omicron variant compared to other strains) and three rows for disease severity of Omicron compared to other strains (same, 50% less severe, and 90% less severe). Each of the nine graphs has three markers (squares, circles, and triangles) for vaccine willingness (60%, 80%, and 100%). The three NPI policies are plotted on the horizontal axis, and total deaths is plotted on the vertical axis.

![Figure 3 about here]
3.1. Impact of viral characteristics

Figure 3 shows that the disease severity of the Omicron variant highly impacts death toll. Deaths are reduced by 64.9% on average when the variant is 50% less severe than having the same severity as other strains. If the variant is 90% less severe, the total deaths are further reduced by 131.5% compared to the variant having 50% less severity than other strains. If the average immunity duration is 1 year instead of 9 months, total deaths reduce by 35.8% on average. See Appendix, Section 5 and 6, for the results when the average immunity duration is 1 year and with or without boosters.

3.2. Impact of NPI policies

Compared to the Timeline 1 NPI policy which fully opens the society from January 2022, the Timeline 2 policy maintains NPI stage 3 from January 2022 to the end of 2024 (Figure 2). With low-level of constant NPIs, the average total death toll is reduced by 35.1% compared to Timeline 1. The Threshold policy, which dynamically decides on the NPI stage according to real-time epidemic trend, further reduces the death toll by 62.8% compared to Timeline 2. This is due to the policy adaptively changing NPIs stages to avoid a resurgence. For example, in Figure 4, where the vaccine is 25% less effective against the Omicron variant and vaccine willingness is 80%, the result shows that Timelines 1 and 2 experience high peaks during early 2022 because the Omicron variant is rampant in the society but NPIs are relaxed regardless. However, the Threshold policy controls the epidemic by closing society when the daily cases are high.

Figure 5 illustrates the NPI stages in 2021-2024 for the Threshold policy that corresponds to the settings in Figure 3. The NPI stages shown in Figure 5 are averaged by 6-month intervals, where the red shading indicates NPI stage 1, or lockdown, and the blue shading indicates NPI stage 4, or total opening. For example, the Threshold policy in Figure 5A corresponds to the setting in Figure 3A, and the society is in NPI stage 1 and 2 when vaccine willingness is 60%. When the disease severity is 90% less (Figure 5G-5I), the society can be totally open from the second half of 2022 regardless of vaccine effectiveness and vaccine willingness. In general, the society can enter NPI stage 3 and 4 when the vaccine willingness is 100% regardless of vaccine effectiveness and disease severity of the Omicron variant.

Appendix, section 3.2 and 5.2, shows that when booster vaccines are not planned and Omicron has same or 50% less severity as other strains, the society is locked down to NPI stage 1 before 2024. Even if the Omicron variant’s disease severity is 90% less than other strains, NPI stage 4 (fully open) is not observed. When booster vaccines are planned every 6 months and the average immunity duration is 1 year, the NPI stages (shown in Appendix, Section 6.2) shows similar results to Figure 5 but are further relaxed.
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3.3. Impact of booster schedule, vaccine willingness, and vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant compared to other strains

Among vaccine-related parameters, booster schedule has the greatest impact on mortality reduction. On average, total deaths are reduced by 267.7% when people receive booster vaccines every 6 months compared to not getting the booster. Figure 4 shows the effects of booster vaccine. With a booster schedule (right column of Figure 4), deaths are reduced from 2022. The effects of increasing vaccine willingness and vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron are magnified with the booster plan. If vaccine willingness increases from 60% to 80%, the average mortality decreases by 72.4%. The average mortality decreases by 118.4% if vaccine willingness increases from 80% to 100%. The increased vaccine willingness is more powerful when the Omicron variant is less severe, immunity duration is longer, vaccine has high effectiveness against the Omicron variant, and/or NPI policy is more relaxed. With the booster plan, the average reduction of total deaths is 19.9% when vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant is 25% less instead of 50% less than other strains. When the vaccine effectiveness increases from 25% less to same effectiveness as the other strains, the average reduction is 49.8%.

3.4. Can we end the pandemic?

Out of 324 scenarios, 52 scenarios yield a lower annual mortality rate from COVID-19 during 2023 to 2024 than the target goal of annual deaths from influenza and pneumonia in Washington State. Every satisfactory scenario has a 6-month booster schedule. Of the 52 scenarios, only 22 scenarios fully open the society from January 1, 2022, according to Timeline 1 or the Threshold NPI policy (Table 2). The 22 scenarios include combinations of Timeline 1 or Threshold NPI policy with vaccine willingness of 80% or above, low disease severity, long immunity duration, and high vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant. Only one scenario satisfies the objective when vaccine willingness is 60%. That scenario is when the NPI timeline is 2, boosters are scheduled every 6 months, the Omicron is 90% less severe than other strains, average immunity duration is 1 year, and the vaccine has the same effect on the Omicron variant as other strains (see Appendix Section 6.3).

[Table 2 about here]

4. Discussion

In this study, we present an agent-based simulation model for SARS-CoV-2 transmission and evaluate the impact of vaccination and NPIs on deaths over four years in a large urban area, King County, WA. In order for deaths from COVID-19 to be no higher than that of influenza and pneumonia, a booster schedule is essential. If we want to completely open the society from 2022 and achieve the mortality objective, the following conditions should be met. When vaccine willingness is 80%, disease severity of the Omicron variant should be 90% less than other strains. When vaccine willingness is 100%, several combinations of disease severity of the Omicron variant, high vaccine effectiveness or long immunity duration satisfy the objective.
Our research contributes to a better understanding of the effects of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination and NPI policies while considering variants and immunity duration. Using an agent-based simulation, our model captures individual heterogeneity in behaviors such as mask wearing and compliance with social distancing, risk factors such as age and comorbidity, and tracks viral variants. Rather than approximating the effects of NPIs as a single variable that changes the force of infection, a method commonly used in mathematical models for simplicity, we separately model specific NPIs including social distancing, face mask use, school closure, testing, contact tracing, and home quarantine.

Our study highlights the crucial role of variants and immunity loss in understanding the impact of vaccination and NPI policies. As of January 2022, the highly transmissible Omicron variant is the most dominant strain in the U.S. and Washington State. When its disease severity and vaccine effectiveness are unknown, booster vaccination schedule and careful NPI relaxation is important to reduce death toll. Without booster doses, a Threshold NPI policy implies that returning to lockdown is inevitable unless disease severity of the Omicron variant is 90% less than original strains. When a booster schedule is applied, on the other hand, deaths are reduced by approximately a third on average compared to without a booster. Under the 6-month booster schedule, the Threshold NPI policy rarely proceeds to lockdown.

Limitations exist in our model. We assume that recovered individuals have “all or no” immunity to SARS-CoV-2. After the immunity duration, a recovered person becomes fully susceptible. This approach has been tried in most modelling studies due to its simplicity and lack of knowledge about immune response over time. Recovered individuals may have different immune responses by strain type. In addition, the immunity duration may depend on whether it was acquired by vaccination or natural infection. Considering that individuals who were previously infected and later vaccinated gain high immunity to SARS-CoV-2, we extend the immunity duration of the recovered people if they are vaccinated in the recovered state. When the time course of the immune response is better understood, we could model immunity waning by time and strain type.

While we modeled the Alpha, the Delta, and the Omicron variant, other variants are emerging. Our assumption that imported viruses have constant viral characteristics as the Omicron variant may not be true after 2022, and the number and subtypes of imported viruses may differ over time. If the disease prevalence decreases worldwide and the virus no longer enters the society, we could see an early end to the pandemic. However, if the pandemic continues with current trend, our study implies that we should be careful in treating COVID-19 as a seasonal influenza. If a variant that is more contagious than the Omicron variant is found, a proper combination of booster plan and NPI policies will be needed to gain herd immunity and protect the society.
Lastly, our model has simplified some individual behaviors in ways that may not reflect reality exactly. We modeled that vaccine willingness is the same across age and risk factors. In fact, willingness to vaccinate differs by age, underlying medical conditions, and race\textsuperscript{30}. We also assumed that people’s vaccine willingness remains constant regardless of the number of doses, but willingness to get a booster vaccine appears to be less than the first two vaccinations. Individuals’ compliance with NPIs such as face mask use or social distancing were assumed to be independent of vaccination behavior which might not be true in reality\textsuperscript{31,32}. Future research should consider heterogeneous human behavior for vaccination and NPIs.

In summary, our study provides estimated impacts of SARS-CoV-2 vaccination and NPI policies while considering variants and immunity loss using agent-based simulation. Although disease severity of the Omicron variant and immunity duration have a significant impact on the outbreak size, a booster vaccination schedule is needed to lower the mortality rate of COVID-19 at or below the mortality rate of influenza and pneumonia. If booster vaccines are not planned and the disease severity of the Omicron variant is not mild, some NPI policies will be needed to avoid large future outbreaks.
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Figure 1 Natural history model of COVID-19 following a Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR) framework.
Figure 2 Definitions of NPI stages and timeline NPI policies. Date is in year-month.
Figure 3 Impact of vaccine willingness and NPI policies on deaths from January 1, 2021, to December 31, 2024, with varying disease severity and vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant compared to other strains. Average immunity duration is assumed to be 9 months and boosters are scheduled every 6 months. Points (squares, circles, and triangles) marked with a short black line indicate scenarios where the annual mortality rate from 2023 to 2024 is below the target annual mortality rate from influenza and pneumonia in Washington State. To make the comparison easier, a total of 4,000 deaths (or 1,000 annual deaths) is grey lined.
Figure 4 The impact of booster schedule, average immunity duration, and NPI policies on daily deaths. Vaccine is assumed to be 25% less effective against the Omicron variant than other strains and vaccine willingness is 80%.
Figure 5 Changes in NPI stages (averaged by 6-month intervals) when Threshold NPI policy is applied with varying disease severity and vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant compared to other strains. Average immunity duration is assumed to be 9 months and boosters are scheduled every 6 months (same setting as Figure 3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease severity of the Omicron variant compared to other strains</td>
<td>Same, 50% less severe, 90% less severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average immunity duration</td>
<td>9 months, 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPI policy</td>
<td>Timeline 1, Timeline 2, Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booster schedule</td>
<td>No booster, Booster every 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine willingness</td>
<td>60%, 80%, 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine effectiveness against the Omicron variant compared to other strains</td>
<td>Same, 25% less effective, 50% less effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 Parameter settings for scenario analyses*
Table 2 Scenarios that fully open the society from January 1, 2022 and yield lower annual mortality rate from COVID-19 during 2023 and 2024 than that from influenza and pneumonia in Washington State.